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Economics: Overview
David N Mishol, Joshua White, Claudio Calcagno and 
Giuseppe Buglione
Analysis Group

BritNed Development v ABB: Are there lessons to be learned on the use of 
economics and econometrics in cartel damages?1

On 9 October 2018, the High Court of England and Wales handed down a landmark judgment in 

BritNed Development v ABB.2 This was the first cartel follow-on damages claim to reach  judg-

ment on the merits in the UK. The claim stemmed from a decision by the European Commission 

(EC) in 2014, which found that 11 companies (including ABB) colluded at a global level between 

1999 and 2009 in the supply of underground and submarine high-voltage power cables (the cartel). 

Following on from this decision, BritNed, a joint venture between the UK and the Dutch elec-

tricity grid operators, filed a €180 million claim against ABB alleging that ABB had overcharged 

BritNed for the interconnector (a submarine electric cable system connecting the Netherlands 

with England) it procured in 2007. 

Following a 15-day trial, which included oral evidence from economic experts for the claimant 

and the defendant, the Court concluded that there was no evidence of a cartel overcharge. However, 

the Court awarded damages of approximately €13 million,3 owing to two factors:

• ‘baked-in inefficiencies,’ ie, higher costs in the cable design due to a lack of competitive pres-

sure on ABB; and

1 Disclaimer: we have not been involved in this litigation. This paper is based on a review and analysis of 
publicly available documents.

2 BritNed Development Limited v ABB AB and ABB Limited [2018] EWHC 2616 (Judgment). 

3 This includes simple interest, which was granted at 1-month EURIBOR + 1 per cent. 
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• cartel savings,4 ie, savings that ABB was able to realise by not having to compete, for example, 

at the bidding stage. According to the Court, relevant common costs were allocated to other 

projects instead, and BritNed should be entitled to receive some of such savings.5

To reflect uncertainties related to the loss actually suffered by BritNed, the Court reduced its 

original estimate of the damages by 10 per cent.6 Damages were awarded based on the Court’s 

assessment of the economic evidence, which took into account baked-in inefficiencies and cartel 

savings, as well as an uncertainty adjustment and interest.

From an economics perspective, this is an interesting case. The claimant and defendant 

experts applied substantially different empirical methodologies to estimate damages. BritNed’s 

economic expert relied on regression analysis to estimate the level of the overcharge and found 

that there was an overcharge associated with the cartel. Conversely, ABB’s economic expert largely 

eschewed econometrics and instead relied on an analysis that compared ABB’s margins across its 

projects during and after the cartel period. Based on this analysis, the expert did not find evidence 

that was consistent with the presence of an overcharge. Ultimately, the Court considered that the 

defendant’s expert’s non-econometric approach was more reliable and concluded that there was 

no evidence of overcharge. Beyond these differences, a number of specific market characteristics 

and data limitations gave rise to a series of challenges in the estimation of damages. In our view, 

these factors were instrumental in influencing the Court’s assessment of the evidence, the weight 

the Court put on each of the experts’ methodologies, and ultimately the Court’s conclusions.

Based on our review of the analyses undertaken by both experts and the conclusions of the 

Court, we consider that econometrics (specifically, regression analysis) can be informative in the 

context of assessing antitrust damages, even in the case of bespoke products, such as those in 

this matter. Furthermore, econometrics is useful for evaluating changes in margins and general 

accounting data in addition to more traditional price overcharges (as was done in this matter). As 

such, econometrics should not be considered as a separate, incompatible approach.

In this article, we first set out the approach followed by the claimant’s economic expert and 

the defendant’s economic expert, respectively, along with the Court’s assessment of each. We then 

highlight a number of economic considerations in each of the experts’ analyses. Lastly, we set out 

our conclusions on the use of economic evidence in the assessment of cartel damages.

4 The decision to grant damages due to cartel savings raises a number of questions from an economics 
perspective. In theory, this would suggest that absent the cartel and the associated savings identified in 
the Judgment, ABB’s costs would have been higher in the counterfactual world. To the extent that these 
higher costs would have been passed on to ABB’s customers, then the lack of cartel savings may have 
led to higher prices in the counterfactual world. We do not explore this issue further but suggest that it 
raises a number of interesting economic and policy questions. 

5 See section I.3 of the Judgment.

6 See paragraph 15(3d) of the BritNed Development Ltd v ABB AB and ABB Ltd [2018] EWHC 2913 (Ch), 
Judgment of 1 November 2018.
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BritNed’s economic expert’s analyses
BritNed’s economic expert used regression analysis to estimate damages due to any price over-

charge resulting from the cartel. The expert sought to compare statistically the prices charged by 

ABB for projects during the cartel to prices charged after the cartel period, while controlling for 

factors potentially affecting those prices.7 Using this approach, the price differential remaining 

between the two periods after accounting for other factors would be a measure of the causal 

impact of the cartel on prices, ie, the price overcharge. 

The data used to estimate the regression model consisted of 92 submarine and underground 

cable projects for which ABB successfully bid in the 2001–2016 period.8 The expert also included 

in the regression model a number of variables that sought to control for the key determinants of 

ABB’s project prices at the time of the tender. These included:9

• supply-side factors, including proxies for ABB’s costs, to account for the impact of input costs 

and project complexity on prices;10

• demand-side factors, to control for the impact of the level of market demand on prices. Due 

to the absence of publicly available data on demand for high-voltage power cables, the expert 

used ABB’s own projects backlog, ie, an ABB-specific measure of demand;11

• product characteristics, in the form of an indicator variable distinguishing between subma-

rine and underground projects, to control for any systematic (supply-side) differences between 

the two groups that are not captured by the supply-side explanatory variables;12

• a time trend to capture systematic changes in cable pricing over time, including inflation and 

production cost efficiencies; and

• an indicator variable to identify the cartel period, which represents the average impact of the 

cartel on ABB’s project prices after controlling for all other variables included in the model.

7 BritNed’s economic expert defined the ‘price’ of a project as ‘the prices ABB agreed with its customers at 
the point of the tender award.’ See paragraph 288 of the Judgment.

8 There were 36 projects included during the cartel and 56 after the cartel. See paragraph 312 of the 
Judgment.

9 BritNed’s economic expert ran a number of different regression specifications as part of sensitivity 
testing. In addition, as the case progressed, the expert made a number of changes to the model in 
response to critiques from the defendant’s expert. The controls described here reflect the variables 
ultimately included in the final primary regression model. See paragraph 318 from the Judgment. 

10 BritNed’s expert did not include ABB’s reported costs in the model, as they were considered unreliable 
for a number of reasons, including inaccurate or unclear reporting, biased cost reporting during the 
cartel period and the presence of ‘baked-in inefficiencies’ due to the cartel activity. See paragraph 349 of 
the Judgment.

11 A large order backlog indicates that demand is high, a situation in which one would expect prices in the 
market to be higher.

12 A (binary) indicator variable (also referred to as a ‘dummy variable’) has only two values (0 and 1) 
and divides data into two groups. In the case at hand, the submarine indicator assumes value 1 for 
submarine projects and 0 otherwise, and is interpreted as the difference between average prices for 
submarine and underground projects, after controlling for all the other variables included in the model.
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This regression analysis showed that the cartel activity led, on average, to a 21.8 per cent increase 

in the prices of ABB’s projects and that this increase was statistically significant.13 The other vari-

ables included in the regression analysis also had statistically significant and economically intui-

tive results, namely, as the proxy for ABB’s costs increased the price of a project increased. Based 

on these results, the expert concluded that the model was well specified,14 in other words, that the 

key determinants explained the performance of project prices and that the cartel led to a statisti-

cally significant increase in ABB’s project prices.

The Court’s evaluation of BritNed’s expert’s findings 
Overall, the Court disagreed with the approach of estimating an average cartel overcharge across 

all ABB projects during the cartel period, as opposed to focusing on the BritNed project alone. 

In the Court’s view, the construction and installation of high-voltage cables are so bespoke that 

computing an average effect across all such projects could result in a damages estimate that would 

be irrelevant for any given project. In the Court’s view, then, the regression approach adopted by 

the claimant’s expert was not appropriate for estimating damages in this case.15

Beyond this, the Court was also concerned with a number of specific characteristics of the 

model, namely the lack of precision of the estimated overcharge and the sensitivity of the model 

to changes in the variables and data included.16 While the estimated overcharge was statistically 

significantly different from zero (ie, there was a positive effect on prices during the cartel period), 

the confidence interval around the estimate was very large.17 The Court did not find useful the fact 

that the confidence interval around the overcharge estimate ranged from 0.32 per cent to 38.71 

per cent.18 In monetary terms, this translated into an overcharge estimate that ranged between 

€0.89 million and €108.7 million, which the Court interpreted as ‘an indicator that the model is 

not producing useful outcomes such that [the Court] can rely upon’.19

The Court also noted that the results of the econometric analysis (including the statis-

tical significance of the estimated overcharge) were highly sensitive to changes to the model 

specification. In particular, excluding (i) projects during the cartel period other than BritNed; 

13 Statistical significance is a measure of the probability that the observed estimate is due to chance. The 
1, 5 and 10 per cent statistical significance levels that are typically considered in regression analysis 
indicate that there is less than a 1, 5 or 10 per cent probability of having observed the relationship 
of interest from the data, when in fact no such relationship exists (ie, when in fact the value of the 
coefficient is zero).

14 See paragraph 320 of the Judgment. 

15 See paragraph 421 of the Judgment.

16 The Court also disagreed with using proxies for ABB’s costs instead of using ABB’s own cost data 
extracted from ABB’s Product Pricing Models.

17 The confidence interval can be defined, broadly speaking, as a range around the point estimate within 
which one can expect with a certain degree of confidence that the true value of the overcharge will fall.

18 The coefficient associated to the cartel dummy was statistically significant at the 5 per cent confidence 
level. The reported confidence interval represents the range within which one can be 95 per cent 
confident that the true coefficient will lie.

19 See paragraph 418 of the Judgment.
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(ii) underground cable projects; (iii) the time trend variable; and (iv) the ‘order backlog’ demand 

control factor led to substantially different results. While the Court acknowledged that an effect 

on the results would be expected if variables that should be included as a matter of theory were 

excluded, it found that the impact of removing the data or variables on the regression results was 

‘disproportionate’, which cast doubts on the reliability of the model.20

Ultimately, the Court determined that it could not rely on the methodology or overcharge esti-

mate produced by the claimant’s expert. In reaching this opinion, the Court relied heavily on the 

sensitivities analyses undertaken by the defendant’s economic expert.21

ABB’s economic expert’s analyses
ABB’s economic expert adopted a different approach to the assessment of any potential over-

charge. Instead of analysing prices, the expert undertook a descriptive assessment and compar-

ison between ABB’s margins on the BritNed project and those on similar projects in the post-cartel 

period. According to the expert, ‘systematically’ higher ABB margins on the BritNed project when 

compared with post-cartel projects would provide evidence of a price overcharge due to the cartel. 

Similar or lower margins on the BritNed project, by contrast, would point towards the absence of 

an overcharge.22

This analysis relies on comparing the margins on a like-for-like basis such that any difference 

between margins in the cartel period and those in the post-cartel period is attributable to the impact 

of the cartel. To this end, ABB’s expert excluded underground projects and focused exclusively on 

submarine projects. In addition, the expert constructed a standardised method of computing ABB’s 

gross margins instead of relying on ABB’s reported gross margins23 in order to ensure consistency 

in the cost components considered when running comparisons across projects.24

20 The Court acknowledged that the inclusion or exclusion of certain variables (such as the orders backlog) 
and observations (such as non-BritNed projects in the cartel period) relate to the methodological 
approach and that therefore the change in results following their exclusion should not necessarily 
be viewed as an error. However, it also pointed out that it disagreed with the motivations for their 
inclusion and hence assigned significant weight to the volatility of results in the various sensitivities. See 
paragraphs 379, 380, 387, 417 and 418 of the Judgment.

21 By applying the results of BritNed’s expert’s econometric model to project-specific data, ABB’s expert 
estimated project-specific overcharges and found a significant degree of variation among them. 
Specifically, while the estimated overcharge for the BritNed project was 21.8 per cent, the estimated 
values were very small (ie, around 5 per cent), negative, or very large (ie, above 40 per cent) for several 
of the remaining projects. See paragraph 418(2) b-d of the Judgment.

22 See paragraph 323 of the Judgment.

23 ABB’s expert focused exclusively on gross margins, ie, margins on direct project-specific costs. This 
approach is consistent with economic theory and avoids the need to address the complex issue of 
common cost allocation.

24 This measure of gross margins is calculated deducting from revenues the costs related to the following 
items: (i) cables manufacturing; (ii) cables designing and testing; (iii) cables accessories; (iv) cables 
transportation to installation sites; (v) cables installation; (vi) project management; (vii) insurance, taxes 
and similar items; and (viii) provisions for cost overruns and project risks. See paragraph 329 of the 
Judgment for more details.
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Based on this analysis, the expert found that the gross margin earned by ABB on the BritNed 

project was the same or lower than post-cartel margins on comparable projects and, as a result, 

concluded there was no evidence of a price overcharge.

The Court’s evaluation of ABB’s expert’s findings 
The Court found ABB’s expert’s approach conceptually easy to understand, as it was an intuitive 

comparison between the BritNed project and similar post-cartel projects.25 In addition, the Court 

noted that the approach was ‘very closely related to the facts and to the data produced by ABB’ and 

that it did not require the use of proxies, which, the Court considered, introduced uncertainties 

into BritNed’s expert’s model.26 Finally, the Court liked the fact that ABB’s expert’s model calcu-

lated a BritNed-specific overcharge, as opposed to the average overcharge estimated by BritNed’s 

economic expert.27

The Court, however, identified a number of shortcomings in the expert’s methodology, namely 

that it did not sufficiently control for baked-in inefficiencies and cartel savings.28 In particular, 

baked-in inefficiencies are ‘structural within the business of the cartelist’29 and, as such, are 

embedded in ABB’s direct costs. As the defendant’s expert did not include controls for these inef-

ficiencies, the analysis did not account for them.30 Similarly, the Court considered that cartel 

savings could impact either direct or common costs. To the extent that cartel savings affected 

common costs, they were excluded from the analysis as it focused only on direct costs but, as with 

baked-in inefficiencies, did not control for any cartel savings present in direct costs.31

Despite these criticisms, the Court ultimately decided that ABB’s expert’s approach was pref-

erable to BritNed’s expert’s approach, concluding that there was not sufficient evidence for the 

existence of a price overcharge on the BritNed project. In a context of very limited reliable data, 

the Court valued parsimony, viewing BritNed’s expert’s econometric analysis as ‘too complex’ and 

‘unspecific.’32 

25 See paragraph 345 of the Judgment.

26 ibid. Importantly, the Court’s view that ABB’s costs are reliable (discussed in section I.5.b.ii of the 
Judgment) is central to this conclusion.

27 See paragraph 348 and section I.5.d of the Judgment.

28 See paragraph 415(1) of the Judgment.

29 See paragraph 365 of the Judgment.

30 See paragraph 456 of the Judgment. 

31 See paragraph 457 of the Judgment.

32 See paragraph 417 of the Judgment.
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Our economic assessment of some key methodological choices 
by the experts
While both of the approaches put forward by the experts are conceptually reasonable from an 

economics perspective, the application to the facts of the case raises a number of methodological 

questions. In this section, we provide some insight into issues around the precision of econo-

metric estimates, the accounting and economic considerations necessary when computing and 

analysing margins, and the use of econometrics in margin analyses. 

Small sample sizes and regression precision
As noted above, the Court criticised a number of aspects of BritNed’s expert’s price regressions 

based on its perception of both a lack of precision in the damages estimate and a lack of model 

stability. These issues, however, were specific to the model applied to this matter, and, crucially, do 

not undermine the use of regressions for the assessment of overcharges in cartel damages actions 

in general. While there may be several reasons for the lack of precision in a regression model, 

one key reason may be a small sample size.33 This is because small sample sizes can lead to large 

confidence intervals around coefficient estimates and can result in the model failing to identify a 

relationship of interest.34 Indeed, this potential issue was identified by BritNed’s expert, as the data 

available to the experts contained only 49 submarine projects in which ABB presented a successful 

bid over the 2001–2016 period (15 during and 34 after the cartel period).35

In general, there are two ways to address the sample size issue: increase the size of the sample 

or use statistical techniques developed to account for small samples. BritNed’s expert adopted the 

former approach, and attempted to alleviate this issue by increasing the sample size used to esti-

mate the model. The expert did this by including in the analysis projects considered to be similar, 

but not identical, to those at issue in the cartel, namely underground projects. Including these 

projects, and controlling for their inclusion, increased the sample size of the model; however, it 

was at the cost of decreasing the reliability of the model. ABB’s expert argued that the underground 

projects were substantially different from submarine projects,36 and that when excluded from the 

analysis the estimated cartel overcharge was not statistically significantly different from zero.37

33 Another reason for the lack of precision in a regression may be the ‘quality’ of the existing data. For 
example, there was considerable discussion in the Judgment about the reliability of using ABB’s ‘order 
backlog’ as a proxy for capacity utilisation. See, for example, paragraphs 402-413 of the Judgment. For 
the purpose of this discussion, we focus only on a discussion of small sample size.

34 Small sample sizes can lead to a reduction in the statistical power of a model. 

35 See paragraph 312 of the Judgment.

36 See paragraph 389 of the Judgment.

37 ABB’s expert replicated BritNed’s expert’s regressions restricting the analysis to the sample of submarine 
projects. This resulted in an overcharge estimate not too dissimilar from the one obtained when using 
BritNed’s expert’s sample. However, restricting the analysis to submarine projects affected the statistical 
significance and the sign of the estimated coefficients for the remaining control variables. According to 
ABB’s expert, this signalled that BritNed’s expert’s model was not effective in controlling for systematic 
differences between submarine and underground projects. See paragraphs 388-397 of the Judgment.
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The second approach to dealing with small samples is to apply well-known and widely 

accepted statistical methods. These simulation-based approaches are designed precisely for 

conducting statistical analysis in the presence of samples that would normally not be consid-

ered large enough. For example, bootstrapping is a common small-sample estimation technique. 

Broadly speaking, it consists of creating a large number of simulated samples starting from the 

available data and replicating the estimation exercise on each sample. If the number of simulated 

samples is large enough, the results can be used to determine the degree of statistical signifi-

cance of the estimated coefficients. This is a well-known, standard statistical technique that is 

commonly applied by competition enforcers and academic economists.38

While it is always preferable to obtain more data for a regression analysis, in cases where 

such data are imperfectly related to the product of interest, and where there are limited methods 

to control for these differences, small-sample statistical methods are oftentimes the preferred 

approach for dealing with small samples. In BritNed, running regressions applying these small-

sample methodologies, possibly alongside other approaches such as including underground 

projects, may have offered an alternative and perhaps more convincing approach, and may have 

helped increase the precision of the estimate of the overcharge, if any.

Economic and accounting considerations in margin analysis
ABB’s expert’s margin analysis was intuitive and understandably appealing to the Court. However, 

the analysis of accounting data for the purpose of economic analysis is far from simple and often-

times requires a thorough understanding both of the principles of accounting and of the internal 

procedures of firms involved. 

As discussed above, the expert eliminated part of the complexity in having to deal with ABB’s 

internal cost allocation methods by focusing on gross margins. However, constructing a measure 

of margins that is not based on a standard metric may require making assumptions that may 

introduce unknown imprecision into the analysis. For example, in constructing the measure of 

gross margins, ABB’s expert adopted the following adjustments: 

• the expert excluded from the calculation ‘any cost item … not consider[ed] to be directly attrib-

utable to the specific project in question’;39

• in some instances, the expert combined margins from different business units within ABB, if 

it emerged from the analysis that more than one business unit was involved in the project;40 

38 Efron first introduced the bootstrapping methodology in 1979 (see Efron, B (1979), ‘Bootstrapping 
Methods: Another Look at the Jackknife’, Annals of Statistics, 7, 1–26) and it has since been refined 
by a number of economists. For a description of this methodology and its numerous applications, see 
Econometric Analysis (William H Greene, 8th Edition, Section 15) and Microeconometrics (Cameron and 
Trivedi, 2005, Chapter 11).

39 See paragraph 330 of the Judgment.

40 See paragraph 326 of the Judgment.
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• the expert ‘considered that the cost items […] had been accounted for by ABB in a consistent 

manner over time;’41 and 

• the expert extracted margins information from ABB’s Product Pricing Models (PPMs). 

If any of these adjustments or assumptions are inconsistent with the realities of ABB’s histor-

ical cost accounting, reporting and allocation practices during or after the cartel period, then 

an element of imprecision, perhaps significant, has been introduced in the analysis.42 Such 

imprecision could potentially result in the comparison of margins during and after the cartel 

being misleading. In these cases, it is important to run a series of sensitivity analyses around 

the construction of margins, and ensure that the constructed margins are in line with actual 

accounting practices. 

The use of econometrics in margin analysis
However, even assuming that margins were accurately measured, the key question remains 

whether the gross margins calculated by ABB’s expert reflected the full impact of the cartel. For 

example, there is no discussion in the Judgment of any analyses performed to assess whether 

any factors other than the existence of the cartel, such as changes in demand, level of competi-

tion or regulation, could have affected the level of margins. An increase in margins in the post-

cartel period may be due to a contemporaneous decrease in input cost components (or increased 

efficiency). If this effect more than compensates for the reduction in margins following the end 

of the cartel, then a simple comparison of during- and post- cartel margins would erroneously 

conclude that the cartel had no effect on margins and that therefore there is no price overcharge. 

In other words, even if ABB’s gross margin during the cartel was in line with its gross margins after 

the cartel, this does not mean that but for the existence of the cartel it may not have been lower.

Econometric analysis can be used in a margin analysis to control for these factors. For example, 

including supply and demand drivers as explanatory variables in a regression on margins allows 

for the estimation of ‘adjusted’ margins that account for the impact of such economic factors. 

Comparing these adjusted margins during and after the cartel can provide an estimate of the 

impact of the cartel controlling for relevant economic conditions not affected by the cartel.

41 See paragraph 330 of the Judgment.

42 Additionally, BritNed’s expert raised the issue that a ‘baked-in inefficiency’ may have biased the cost 
reporting in the cartel period. The Court, however, ultimately considered that the doubts raised by 
BritNed’s expert and the available evidence were insufficient to dismiss the use of the cost data for 
economic analysis and that therefore this did not cast any specific doubts on the validity of ABB’s 
expert’s analysis. 
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Dr Mishol, principal, is an economist who specialises in competition, securities, econo-

metrics, microeconomic theory, statistics, healthcare and pharmacoeconomics. He has 

provided consulting support to counsel throughout many phases of litigation, including 

preparation of expert deposition and trial testimony; development, presentation and review 

of pretrial discovery; and critique of analyses of opposing experts. He has served as an expert 

witness and worked with leading academic scholars, providing economic and damages 

analysis on matters involving cartels and mergers; analysis of market definition issues in a 

variety of industries; economic, financial and quantitative analyses related to allegations of 

securities fraud in Rule 10b-5, ERISA and structured finance matters; and economic, quanti-

tative and damages analyses in the pharmaceutical industry. Outside of litigation, Dr Mishol 

has used sophisticated econometric modelling techniques to help major pharmaceutical 

companies make product entry decisions by assessing the impact of market factors such as 

product quality, pricing, patent expiration and regulatory policy on the demand for prescrip-

tion pharmaceuticals. 

Dr Mishol holds a BA in economics from Brandeis University and a PhD in economics 

from Boston College.

Conclusion
BritNed Development v ABB was a landmark judgment in the UK, representing the first follow-

on damages action to reach judgment on the merits. As such, it raises a number of interesting 

questions as to how economic evidence will be treated in future follow-on damages actions. 

While the Court largely dismissed econometric evidence in this matter and relied instead on a 

simpler margin analysis, it did so largely on the assessment of case-specific evidence. Therefore, 

in our view, it does not mean that econometric evidence can no longer be used to assess potential 

damages in follow-on cartel actions. Rather, it highlights the importance of ensuring that any 

econometric evidence presented in court is rooted in the facts and data of the case, that it is clearly 

set out in an intuitive fashion, and that key limitations are highlighted and addressed.

Moreover, the use of econometric evidence is not restricted to the assessment of price determi-

nants, but can be used to ensure that any margin analysis correctly controls for systematic differ-

ences in cost or demand drivers across the relevant periods. Failing to control for such systematic 

differences can render simple comparisons invalid and provide a misleading assessment of the 

impact, if any, of the cartel.

Ultimately, while the Judgment provides a number of useful insights for the use of economic 

evidence, the analytical techniques used in future follow-on damages actions should be selected 

on the facts of the case and the availability of data.
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Mr White, vice president, is a consulting economist who specialises in applying microeco-

nomics and sophisticated econometric modelling to address complex litigation questions, 

primarily in matters involving the healthcare, financial services and technology industries. 

Across a diverse set of engagements, he has implemented complex econometric models 

that quantify pricing differences between private hospitals, simulated consumer demand 

for computer processors, estimated ex ante default probabilities for structured investment 

vehicles and utilised auction data to value smart phone features, among other things.

Mr White has worked in a number of jurisdictions, including the United States, the 

United Kingdom, Canada, Japan and Belgium. He has served as a testifying expert in the 

Upper Tribunal (Lands Chamber) on competition matters related to restrictive land cove-

nants. Mr White has supported several clients before the European Commission on cartel 

and merger matters, and has provided support to a number of European financial and 

competition regulators in coordinated conduct investigations. In addition, he has provided 

testimony and submissions to the UK’s Competition and Markets Authority on behalf of 

clients involved in market investigations and mergers.

Mr White holds a BA in socio-political economics from Boston University and an MA in 

economics from the University of British Columbia.
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Claudio Calcagno
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Dr Calcagno, vice president, specialises in applying microeconomics to competition cases. 

He advises clients on matters including abuse of dominance, vertical and horizontal agree-

ments, mergers and joint ventures, market investigations, state aid, regulatory investiga-

tions and private litigation. These matters often include court proceedings, and Dr Calcagno 

is experienced in leading the support of expert witnesses. He has worked for clients in 

numerous jurisdictions across Europe, Africa and Australasia. He has experience in a broad 

range of industries, such as financial services, retail, healthcare (including pharmaceuti-

cals), technology, consumer goods, manufacturing, business services, professional services, 

media and communications, energy and environment, commodities and transportation. 

Dr Calcagno has published in international peer-reviewed academic journals and is 

coauthor of the textbook Exclusionary Practices: The Economics of Monopolisation and Abuse 
of Dominance. He frequently speaks at competition policy events and is a guest lecturer 

at LLM and MBA programs. Prior to joining Analysis Group, Dr Calcagno was an associate 

director in the economics practice of a Big Four accounting firm. He is fluent in French, 

Italian, Portuguese and Spanish.

Dr Calcagno has earned a BSc in economics from University College London; an MSc in 

economics from the London School of Economics; a PhD in economics from the European 

University Institute; and a PG Dip in EC competition law from King’s College London.
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Mr Buglione, manager, is an economist who specialises is applying empirical analysis to 

competition issues. He has advised clients on a wide range of matters, including mergers, 

abuse of dominance, vertical and horizontal agreements and litigation around competition 

issues. He has considerable experience handling and analysing large and complex data-

bases to support clients in competition, regulatory and litigation contexts. 

Mr Buglione has been involved in a number of high-profile matters across a wide range of 

jurisdictions and sectors. These include worldwide and EU-level filings of complex merger 

transactions; supporting leading banking operators in the context of antitrust inquiries 

worldwide; and advising companies in the consumer goods, telecoms and energy sectors 

in abuse of dominance and horizontal and vertical agreement cases in multiple European 

countries. He is experienced in performing empirical analysis in the context of litigation 

matters before UK and EU courts.

Prior to joining Analysis Group, Mr Buglione held positions at an international 

economics consulting firm and in the economics practice of a Big Four accounting firm. 

Mr Buglione holds a BSc in economics from Università degli Studi Roma Tre; an MSc 

in economics and social sciences from Università Bocconi; and an MSc in economics from 

University College London. 
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